We present a class of Lie algebraic similarity transformations generated by exponentials of twobody on-site hermitian operators whose Hausdorff series can be summed exactly without truncation. The correlators are defined over the entire lattice and include the Gutzwiller factor n i↑ n i↓ , and twosite products of density (n i↑ + n i↓ ) and spin (n i↑ − n i↓ ) operators. The resulting non-hermitian many-body Hamiltonian can be solved in a biorthogonal mean-field approach with polynomial computational cost. The proposed similarity transformation generates locally weighted orbital transformations of the reference determinant. Although the energy of the model is unbound, projective equations in the spirit of coupled cluster theory lead to well-defined solutions. The theory is tested on the 1D and 2D repulsive Hubbard model where we find accurate results across all interaction strengths.
Introduction.-Hamiltonian similarity transformations are ubiquitous in many areas of physics, including electronic structure and condensed matter theories, and have been applied in a myriad of contexts [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . JastrowGutzwiller correlation factors are also very popular as variational wave functions in quantum Monte Carlo and other applications [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Non-variational solutions have also been discussed in the literature. Tsuneyuki [16] presented a Hilbert space Jastrow method based on a Gutzwiller factor i n i↑ n i↓ and applied it to the 1D Hubbard model, minimizing its energy variance as in the transcorrelated method [17] [18] [19] . Neuscamman et al. [20] proposed many-body Jastrow correlators, diagonal in the lattice basis, and truncated them to a subset of sites matching a given pattern; these authors compared projective solutions with those obtained stochastically via Monte Carlo.
Here, we consider Hamiltonian transformations of the form e −J He J based on hermitian correlators J built from general two-body products of on-site operators over the entire lattice. The transformations here are generated by density (charge), spin, and Gutzwiller factor correlators, including density-spin crossed terms. Similar Jastrowtype correlators have been extensively discussed in the literature but almost always in a variational context [10] . Our transformed Hamiltonian is non-hermitian but can be solved in mean-field via projective equations similar in spirit to those of coupled cluster theory [20, 21] . In this sense, the model is an extension that fits under the generalized coupled cluster label [22] [23] [24] . The fundamental difference is that traditional coupled cluster is formulated with particle-hole excitations out of a reference determinant via a non-hermitian cluster operator; the present model is constructed with on-site hermitian correlators.
The main result of this paper is the realization that the Hausdorff series resulting from the non-unitary similarity transformation e −J He J can be analytically summed. This result follows from Lie algebraic arguments [25] after recognizing that both the Hamiltonian and the correlator J can be written in the basis of generators of an enveloping algebra built from on-site operators [26] . Topologically, our transformation is non-compact and yields a non-hermitian Hamiltonian, whereas traditional canonical transformations are almost always chosen to be unitary, thus compact, and preserve hermiticity. There is a mistaken belief that quantum canonical transformations must be unitary [27] ; this is not correct even in the linear case [28] . From this perspective, traditional coupled cluster exponentiates the shifts of a nilpotent algebra, whose Hausdorff series truncates at the fourth commutator (for a two-body H). For two-body correlators, our model leads to a renormalized N -body Hamiltonian that produces locally weighted orbital rotations of a reference state, leading to expectation values between nonorthogonal determinants. The general theory of enveloping algebras in electronic structure theory, upon which the present results follow, will be discussed in detail elsewhere [26] . Here, we introduce the main mathematical results in a self-contained manner, touching upon the physical aspects of the model, and present benchmark applications to the 1D and 2D Hubbard models.
Theory.-Consider on-site fermion creation and annihilation operators c † iσ , c iσ and on-site number operators n iσ = c † iσ c iσ , where σ =↑, ↓. The number operators are idempotent (n 2 iσ = n iσ ) and satisfy [n iσ , n jσ ′ ] = 0.
The elemental fermion operators are eigenoperators (shifts) of the on-site number operators:
Let us now define a general two-body correlator,
that is chosen hermitian (J † = J) with real α amplitudes. We require α to be zero on the diagonal to exclude one-body operators. The main result of this paper is the realization that a global non-unitary similarity transformation using the correlator above yields
= exp − J kσ c † kσ , the exponential of a Hermitian one-body operator that commutes with the fermion operator being transformed. Using this result and its adjoint, we obtain Note how the exponentials carry a local weight α that depends on the transformed fermion operators. As J kσ only consists of on-site number operators, it is a diagonal one-body operator generating a local transformation. The algebraic derivation is straightforward and can be found in the Supplemental Material. When acting on a Slater determinant, these one-body exponentials produce local, non-uniform orbital rotations. An orbital rotation, e K , where K = ij Λ ij c † i c j , acting on a Slater determinant |Φ defined by orbital coefficients C ip , where p ∈ {1, . . . , N o } labels the occupied orbitals for N o occupied states, produces a new unnormalized Slater determinant with transformed coefficients (see eg. [29] )
Using this property, expectation values of Eq. (5) with |Φ can be calculated as transition density matrix elements between non-orthogonal states [30] by applying the local transformations to the reference state
where
Here, Λ pσ is a diagonal matrix containing the set of coefficients for the operator J pσ . The evaluation of a single element of the transformed density for a general correlator of the form given in Eq. (3) therefore has O(M N 2 o ) cost, where M is the size of the basis. This cost can be reduced for some cases, as explained below. The extension of Eq. (5) for a two-body operator is straightforward, resulting in similar expressions with one local weight per fermion operator. This can be evaluated as a two-site dependent transformation on the Slater determinant with the same cost for the evaluation of each element.
The correlator (3) includes all combinations of twobody on-site operators. The quantities of interest here are
These two-body operators acting on a reference modify correlation corresponding to density, spin, and doubleoccupancy providing flexibility to improve approximate wavefunctions with poor descriptions of these correlation functions. Here we seek to add these corrections in an efficient manner via similarity transformation. The nearest-neighbor Hubbard Hamiltonian
contains at most two-site terms; ij represents nearestneighbors, t is the energy for a particle to hop from one site to a neighboring site, and U is the interaction of two particles on the same site. Clearly, J as defined in Eq. (3) commutes with the interaction but not with hopping. The proposed similarity transformation yields the nonhermitian effective Hamiltonian H = e −J He J ,
The correlator parameters must be optimized and a suitable non-hermitian optimization scheme is needed as the energy, E J = H , is unbound with respect to α. The Hamiltonian can be treated via left projection with the component operators of J. Schrödinger's equation is projected into a subspace, as in coupled cluster theory, leading to a system of equations that determine the unknowns α ij [20, 21] 
This exactly solves Schrödinger's equation projected onto the subspace {n iσ n jσ ′ |Φ , |Φ }. A hermitized variance can be constructed and minimized as in transcorrelation [16] and is discussed in the Supplemental Material. Quantities other than the energy can be calculated via a Lagrangian formulation analogous to that used in coupled cluster theory [21] ,
Requiring ∂L/∂z iσ,jσ ′ = 0 results in Eq. (12) and ∂L/∂α iσ,jσ ′ = 0 gives the equations for the linear response amplitudes z. The expectation value of an arbitrary operator O can then be calculated, including the contributions from the response equations, as
where stated, the calculations include Gutzwiller, densitydensity, and spin-spin terms, with energy in units of t. The correlation energy is measured with respect to restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) energies.
In Fig. 1 we compare the correlation energy captured for 8-hole doped systems with periodic and non-periodic boundaries. The theory is most accurate for systems with few particles and open boundary conditions, but as we increase the size of the system, finite size effects are suppressed and we begin to approach the thermodynamic limit while still recovering more than 95% of the correlation energy. We produce highly accurate results for doped systems and find some reduction in the quality as we approach the thermodynamic limit but still find significant improvements.
We have applied the method to a select set of twodimensional Hubbard lattices where high quality reference data are available (Table I) . By screening the incorrect double-occupancy with the Gutzwiller factor and incorporating corrections to the correlations in the RHF wavefunction with the spin and density terms, most of the correlation energy is recovered, dramatically improving the results. This supports the method as a costeffective way to treat larger systems with high accuracy. Calculations on much bigger lattices are feasible and they will be reported in due course. [33, 34] as the best estimate for the exact result. (14) (SJ ) for a 30-site Hubbard ring at half-filling and U=3 compared to the RHF reference and DMRG [31, 32] .
We can calculate other significant quantities using Eq. (14) and results agree well with other state-of-the-art methods. Figure 2 shows the discrete Fourier transform of the spin-spin correlation function, S(i) = S z 0 S z i , for a one-dimensional Hubbard ring. We find that the Jastrow correlator adds most of the correct correlation on an otherwise smooth background. The function is only slightly underestimated at q = π, unlike the comparatively flat reference, and has the correct long-range decay.
If the wavefunction |Φ is a right eigenstate of the transformed Hamiltonian, then e J |Φ is a solution to the original Hamiltonian, and we expect good approximations to |Φ and J to have a similar approximate relationship. In order to attest to the power of the method, we compare transformed (E J ) and variational energies,
for a 14-site system (Table II) . By directly computing overlaps with the exact wavefunction, we can determine how close the correlated wavefunction is to the exact solution. There is strong agreement in the weak-coupling regime, where the results are of excellent quality, and reasonable agreement at larger interaction strengths as seen before. This is further supported by the overlap of the reference and correlated wavefunctions with the true ground state and by the variance per particle (0.0038, 0.0174, and 0.0481 for U of 1, 2, and 3 respectively). As e J |Φ is close to the true ground state, the Schrödinger equation is nearly satisfied and the energy evaluation using the transformed Hamiltonian is close to the corresponding variational energy. For the treatment of larger systems, the cost can be moderated by restricting the correlation amplitudes to include only local interactions. For sufficiently weak U , the correlations can be limited to short range without significant impact on the quality of the results. Figure 3 illustrates this effect. As is clear from the plot, , greatly reducing the computational effort required. Additionally the cost for construction, inversion, and the determinant evaluation of the overlap matrix in Eq. (5) can be reduced by a factor of M via an update of the overlap for each new iteration due to the simple diagonal structure of the transformations. Truncating the range of the transformation in this manner will restrict the range at which correlation functions calculated with Eq. (13) will be accurate, and we believe this approximation is most appropriate in systems where correlations decay rapidly. There is some reduction in accuracy near half-filling. This can be addressed using a spin-broken reference (Table III). Whereas the RHF reference has large ionic contributions (zero or double occupancies), the UHF wavefunction possesses the correct qualitative antiferromagnetic character near half-filling. As all two-body on-site correlators are included in our model (Eq. 9) it is sufficiently flexible to accommodate the necessary correlations depending on the nature of the reference. In the case of RHF, the largest contribution to the correlation energy is typically due to the Gutzwiller factor. Unlike the RHF case, we find a non-zero contribution from spindensity cross terms with a symmetry-broken reference as the up and down orbitals are no longer identical. Results improve significantly with the UHF reference, particularly for large values of U, and we typically recover 80% or more of the correlation energy. Additional results are available in the Supplemental Material.
Conclusions.-We have presented similarity transformations generated by exponentials of hermitian on-site operators resulting in a Hausdorff series which can be resummed and leads to expressions that can be easily evaluated with polynomial cost. Results from this model are in very good agreement with the variational energies, indicating it is a cost effective way of treating wavefunctions of the form e J |Φ . Results for 1D and 2D systems are of high quality with little computational effort. Our method is size extensive, preserves symmetries that commute with J, and is an alternative to variational Monte Carlo sampling with no stochastic error. The strategy here adopted represents a reasonable approach to optimizing wavefunctions of the form considered in this work without the need to evaluate the variational energy, which is combinatorial in cost if computed exactly or gains statistical error if calculated via Monte Carlo.
In extending this idea to non-lattice Hamiltonians, it will be necessary to determine an "on-site" basis for the correlators. In lattice models, we have an obvious choice. The atomic orbital basis may be a good starting point, but better choices might exist.
There are many possible extensions to improve the quality of the results. The theory can incorporate more flexible references such as Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov or projected BCS wavefunctions with reference optimization. The marriage of the current on-site correlators and pair coupled cluster doubles (non-hermitian pairing excitation operators in the particle-hole basis) [36] [37] [38] is promising as they separately address weak and strong correlation, and is a topic of further study.
